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Administrative Conference of the
United States
My name is Angelica Figueiredo White, a minority women tech entrepreneur, inventor with more than 5
pending patents with the USPTO . You can learn more about my credentials here:
https://www.angelicafwhite.com/bio.html
Thank you for the opportunity to comment to a matter that is very important to me, but as well in
protecting the heritage this nation, that anyone with a good idea and hard work could build a better life
for themselves and their families with their inventions.
I agree with this statement "The size of a claim has no relationship whether a small entity has millions
of dollars to defend their patent rights" I am a small entity building a very valuable technology and
limiting to small claims would not protect my rights as I build this technology bootstrapped. I agree that
the focus should be Small Entities instead Small Claims.
I further support the following arguments:
Failed Patent System:
eBay v. MercExchange
Patent Trial and Appeal Board (PTAB)
Alice v. CLS Bank
Small Entities Court:
The Focus Should be Small Entities, not Small Claims.
It must be an Article III court, not an Administrative Tribunal
Motion Practice Limits
Injunction is the Default Remedy
Lack of inventor representation on the consultancy committee
I believe great ideas come from anyone and they are the universe gifts of economic empowerment of
individuals and their families. We ought to protect the rights to invention, the American Dream, by the
people, in this case Small Entities.
A world with fair justice, peace and equal opportunities is Sustainable. I am in business to change the
world, to create better jobs for individuals and their families.
Regards,
ngelica F White

Angelica F. White
Founder & CEO of ZIPPYAR - Keep It Alive!
www.zippyar.com
"We enable the direct recording and streaming of video messages from products with a platform for
consumers engagement. Retail, Pharmaceutical and CPG applications."
VISION - “We believe our purpose on Earth is to help companies and individuals to connect at a personal level
using innovative ways to strengthen humankind towards sustainable relations, environmental practices and
governance. We are a family focused organization with a culture of supporting our employees in the task of
raising their children while they dedicate their excellent efforts serving our organization. We work hard; we
care and have fun doing what we are passionate about: Raising a Sustainable Generation.”
Listen to our story in this Business RadioX interview 25:25
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